I
INTRODUCTION

In England and Wales, offenses typically have fixed maximum penalties assigned to them, usually in the form of a length of custody or fine amount, and some offenses may also have mandatory minimum sentences. In addition, the available sentencing options (for example, custody, community penalty, fine, and compensation) may differ for offense type (that is, summary and indictable offenses) and for adult and youth (aged under seventeen) offenders. Despite this, sentencers are afforded considerable discretion in the sentence they choose to pass.

When applying their discretion to sentencing decisions, it is intended that sentencers use legal factors such as the nature and seriousness of the offense and the defendant’s criminal history. The sentencer is also obligated to take into account any aggravating and mitigating factors. For instance, in England and Wales, aggravating factors include the vulnerability of the victim, whether the victim was racially or religiously targeted, the offender’s leading role in the offense, and her profit from the offense. Mitigating factors include whether the offender was provoked, the offender’s minor role in the offense, and her acceptance of responsibility or show of remorse. The sentencer may also have access to sentencing recommendations provided in a pre-sentence report.
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prepared by a probation officer or other such expert. Finally, sentencers may also be required to give a discount for a guilty plea, and consider the “totality” of a sentence if the offender is to be sentenced for more than one offense.

Research on sentencing decisions in jurisdictions such as England, Wales, and the United States, however, reveals that actual sentencing behavior can diverge dramatically from that which is intended. Evidence suggests that sentences may be based on factors such as the defendant’s sex, race, and age. Sentences may also be influenced by wider contextual factors, such as the court, and geographic region or jurisdiction. Finally, sentences may be affected by the characteristics of the sentencer such as his race, age, education, or training. Thus, discretion in sentencing appears to lead to unwanted disparities and unfairness in sentencing.

Sentencing guidelines have been introduced in some jurisdictions to focus sentencers’ attention on legal factors and to promote rational and consistent decision-making, with transparency and accountability. Guidelines sometimes also aim to achieve effective sentencing in terms of reducing crime and increasing public safety, as well as acting as a resource-management tool by increasing the cost-effectiveness of sentences. Finally, guidelines may also aim to increase public understanding and confidence in sentencing, as well as victim satisfaction.

The aim of the present article is to critically review the development of sentencing guidelines in England and Wales. Specifically, it is argued that the
revision of existing guidelines and the development of new ones could be beneficially informed by (1) a psychological understanding of human judgment and decision-making, (2) the experience of guideline development and implementation in other domains, and (3) listening to sentencers’ views on the guidelines.

II

SENTENCING GUIDELINES IN ENGLAND AND WALES

A. The (Old) Sentencing Guidelines Council and the (New) Sentencing Council

In England and Wales, under provisions made by the Criminal Justice Act 2003, since March 2004, sentencing guidelines were produced by the Sentencing Guidelines Council (SGC) after recommendations from the Sentencing Advisory Panel (SAP). However, these bodies were replaced by the Sentencing Council (SC) in April 2010 following provisions made by the Coroners and Justice Act 2009 (2009 Act). As with the SGC, the SC has representation from all the major interested parties, including victim services, police, prosecution, magistrates’ court, and Crown Court. The production of guidelines similarly involves seeking advice, research, and public consultation. Furthermore, the application of sentencing guidelines remains largely voluntary, as the 2009 Act states that the court must “follow” any relevant guidelines “unless the court is satisfied that it would be contrary to the interests of justice to do so.”

The 2009 Act provided recommendations on how the new, or revised, guidelines should be developed, although the SC only need have “regard to the desirability” of these proposals. In particular, the Act suggested that guidelines should provide examples of varying degrees of seriousness of an offense, and that seriousness should be judged in terms of culpability, harm, and “other factors.” Furthermore, the Act stated that the guidelines should specify the sentencing range (called the “offence range”) and the “category range” of sentences for given examples of seriousness that lie within the offense range. The Act also stated that the guidelines should specify the starting point for the offense or category ranges that is applicable to offenders who pleaded not
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guilty, and before aggravating and mitigating factors are considered. The Act suggested that guidelines ought to list the aggravating and mitigating factors that are relevant for judging seriousness, as well as listing other mitigating factors relevant for sentencing, and the weight to be given to the aggravating and mitigating factors, and previous convictions. Finally, the Act required development of a guideline dealing with reduction in sentences for guilty pleas and a guideline considering the totality of sentences in cases in which an offender faces sentencing for more than one offense.

However, the Coroners and Justice Act 2009 left many important issues unaddressed. For instance, should examples of seriousness of the offense represent extreme, average, or most common cases? On what basis are culpability and harm judged? How are culpability, harm, and other factors combined to judge seriousness? What are the “other factors” sentencers should consider for judging seriousness? On what basis are the weights for aggravating and mitigating factors determined? Should the minimum and maximum sentences be displayed? How should starting points relate to current sentencing practice? How should guilty plea reductions and the totality principle be applied? In fact, double or even triple counting of aggravating and mitigating factors may potentially occur, which the legislation does not address.

Up until April 2010, a total of fifteen definitive sentencing guidelines had been published by the SGC. Some of the definitive guidelines were for offenses such as theft and burglary in a building other than a dwelling, causing death by driving, assaults and other offenses against the person, and manslaughter by reason of provocation. Some guidelines covered overarching principles such as seriousness, as well as principles for dealing with domestic violence, assaults on children, and cruelty to a child. Other guidelines covered reduction in a sentence for a guilty plea, breaches (for example, of an anti-social behavior order or of a protective order), as well as issues such as failure
Finally, some guidelines dealt with the Magistrates’ Courts Sentencing Guidelines, the Sexual Offences Act 2003, and new sentences in the Criminal Justice Act 2003. Therefore, after over five years in operation, the SGC’s guidelines reflected a somewhat mixed bag of guidance on a limited number of offenses. Against this backdrop, the SC took the opportunity for change and embarked upon a review of existing sentencing guidelines.

B. Critique of the (Old) Sentencing Guidelines

The existing guidelines contained a foreword, and the main contents for offense-related guidelines were divided into two parts: “general principles” and “offence guidelines.” They also sometimes contained annexes, and information was mostly in text, with some tables.

The first part of these guidelines called “general principles” aimed to define levels of seriousness for an offense considering culpability, harm, and aggravating and mitigating factors; highlight the importance of assessing dangerousness; describe the application of sentencing options such as compensation and ancillary orders; and describe use of sentencing ranges and starting points. In addition, this part of the offense-related guidelines listed the decision-making process in a number of steps as follows: (1) identification of dangerous offenders, (2) identification of the appropriate starting point, (3) consideration of relevant aggravating factors (general and specific to the offense), (4) consideration of mitigation factors (including personal mitigation), (5) reduction for a guilty plea, (6) consideration of ancillary orders, (7) application of the totality principle, and (8) provision of reasons for sentencing outside the range.

The second part of the offense-related guidelines, called “offence guidelines,” stated the maximum penalty attached to the offense. Different types of the offense were then very briefly described in terms of the nature of activity involved, and each of these types had an associated sentencing range and starting point. The starting points were pertinent to a first-time offender.
convicted after trial (in other words, not pleading guilty).\textsuperscript{47} Some common offense-specific aggravating and mitigating factors were also provided.\textsuperscript{48}

From the perspective of aiding the sentencer, the existing sentencing guidelines were problematic in several ways. By only providing a starting point for first-time offenders who had been convicted at trial, the guidelines were severely limited in their applicability. The guidelines were often too lengthy. They contained too much text that often included unnecessary or irrelevant information, resulting in redundant information. The presentation of information and issues were sometimes disorganized. Terms remained undefined or open to subjective interpretation. The guidelines did not contain the full list of factors to be used at each stage of decision-making, and how they should be weighted and integrated. The guidelines also did not suggest how community penalties or ancillary orders should be applied or how fines and compensation orders should be calculated. In fact, the guidelines did not cover the complete decision-making process. Relatedly, the guidelines were not always self-explanatory or independent of other documents users were referred to such as the general principles on seriousness and reduction in sentence for a guilty plea.

Therefore, the existing sentencing guidelines were neither ‘user friendly,’ nor capable of helping sentencers achieve the aims of the SC. A lengthy, disorganized presentation of information requiring the user to refer to other documents for amplification would clearly be difficult to learn, remember, and use. Guidelines covering only part of the decision-making process with important aspects of the process missing or open to subjective interpretation cannot lead to consistency and transparency in sentencing. This consequently cannot reduce the potential for biased decisions or increase public confidence in the criminal justice system. It also does not enable monitoring of the impact of guidelines on sentencing practice. Finally, the utility of the guidelines is also undermined by their apparently limited applicability and voluntary nature.

C. Suggestions for Improving the Existing Sentencing Guidelines\textsuperscript{49}

The offense-related sentencing guidelines should be improved in various ways. For example, they should cover the complete decision-making process involved in sentencing an offender. The guidelines should also indicate the full list of factors to be used at each stage of decision-making, and (if possible) how they should be weighted and integrated. The guidelines should categorise community penalties in a meaningful manner and provide a full list of ancillary orders that may be applied. The guidelines should also provide guidance on how fines and compensation orders are calculated. Text should be reduced,
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\textsuperscript{49} Issues not discussed here are whether guidelines should reflect existing practices or be prescriptive; whether guidelines should match sentencing options to sentencing goals; and whether guidelines should focus on groups of offenders or individual offenders.
especially that which is redundant or repetitive, and only information directly relevant for the decisions that need to be made should be included in the guidelines. Quotations from legislation should be minimized if not eliminated altogether (because the guideline is supposed to have interpreted and summarized this legislation anyhow). Terms should be defined clearly, with keywords highlighted, and some information can be displayed in tables and figures. Similar issues should be organized together, so information flows smoothly. The guidelines should be self-explanatory and independent of other sources of guidance.

III

OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE SENTENCING COUNCIL

Beyond the suggestions already provided, when revising existing guidelines and developing new ones, the SC can glean something useful from beyond the law books and the courtroom. In particular, decades of research in decision science on human judgment and decision-making (JDM) exists that points to ways in which JDM can be guided and improved. Lessons also may be learned from efforts made to aid and guide decision-makers in the medical and clinical domains. Finally, the SC could glean something useful from the experiences, opinions, and preferences of sentencers using the guidelines.

A. Opportunities to be Informed by Decision Science

Decision scientists aim to understand how people should make decisions to be rational or accurate; how they actually make decisions within the limitations of the human mind, such as memory, and within the constraints of the decision task, such as limited time; and how people should change their decision behavior in order to improve their performance. These issues are studied with the background knowledge that human JDM relies on basic cognitive processes such as attention, perception, memory, and information processing. These cognitive processes are limited in terms of capacity. These processes, and thus JDM, are also affected by internal non-cognitive factors such as emotions and
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perceived accountability. Finally, these processes and JDM are also constrained by external decision-task-related factors such as time pressure, lack of information, or information overload, and how information is represented.

From a normative standpoint, it is generally agreed that rational or accurate decisions can best be made through some form of weighing and integrating of all the available and relevant information in a case. However, descriptively, it has been found that people do not, and often cannot, perform such compensatory processing of information, partly because of their cognitive limitations and partly because of external decision-task constraints. Indeed, there is evidence of the use of simple heuristics and “fast and frugal” processing in the legal domain. Therefore, from a prescriptive standpoint, efforts to improve JDM via, for example, training, feedback, decision aids, and guidance typically can help decision-makers overcome their cognitive limitations and reduce the constraints of the decision task.

Importantly, these efforts to improve JDM acknowledge that the way in which information is represented, that is, textually, numerically, or visually (for example, graphs, figures, or tables), can affect how that information is understood and used to inform decisions. In particular, graphical information affects decision-making, and visual information can even de-bias people.
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Although to date, no one has studied the effects of information representation on legal decision-making per se, it is likely that legal decision-makers would also be similarly influenced by the power of visual as opposed to numerical or textual information.  

B. Opportunities to Learn from Guidelines in Other Domains

Considerable efforts have been made to produce and implement effective, user-friendly guidelines for medical and clinical practitioners. Guideline formats include narrative text, tables, flowcharts, graphs, maps, photos, lists, critical pathways, and if-then-else statements. Text-based guidelines are, however, open to variability in, for example, the order in which steps are taken and what and how information is used. In addition, they may potentially be used differently by decision-makers with different backgrounds. Thus, guidelines that clearly and comprehensively order the steps taken to make a decision in a structured format are advisable, and flowcharts can achieve this.

It is suggested that specific (and more detailed) guidelines lead to better decisions than non-specific, less detailed ones. Similarly, guidelines couched in concrete and precise language are more likely to be followed because they facilitate comprehension, recall, planning, and behavior change. Specification and precision of guidelines often highlights gaps in guidelines that need to be filled.

Decision-makers also feel more satisfied with (computerized) decision support systems that are easy to integrate into their daily routines, and find them easier to use. Indeed, guidelines are more likely to be adopted if they are simple, appear to have an advantage over the old approach, represent existing practices and experiences, can be easily trialled, and can be observed to be used by others. The adoption of guidelines is affected by the practice setting, such as its’ customs and social norms, as well as by incentives and regulations. Finally,
the adoption of guidelines may be influenced by the case itself (for example, the patient in medical and clinical domains).\textsuperscript{74}

C. Opportunities to Hear from Sentencers

As mentioned earlier, the development of sentencing guidelines is preceded by a consultation process.\textsuperscript{75} However, when revising the existing assault guidelines, only twenty-four responses were received from Crown Court sentencers for whom the guidelines are primarily developed.\textsuperscript{76} To identify sentencers’ experiences and views of sentencing guidelines, a survey was conducted by the present author. The aims were to elicit Crown Court sentencers’ (1) views of the existing sentencing guidelines; (2) views of the potential new, or revised, guidelines; and (3) their personal experiences of using sentencing guidelines, as well as their opinions on the impact of guidelines.

1. Survey Method

The survey was self-administered during a Judicial Studies Board training event held in autumn of 2010. The event was on sentencing (but not about guidelines), and it was one of several such events the judiciary is expected to attend. This event captured a subpopulation. In total, eighty-nine Crown Court sentencers participated in the survey, which reflected a fifty-one percent response rate.\textsuperscript{77} On average, respondents had fourteen years of experience in sentencing criminal cases, with a range from six months to forty years.

Sentencers were asked to complete a three-part survey. First, they were presented with a list of seven statements about the existing (SGC) guidelines (see first column of Table 1).\textsuperscript{78} The responses were measured on five-point scales anchored at the end- and mid-points from “disagree completely” through “neither agree nor disagree” to “agree completely.” Second, sentencers were asked the extent to which they agreed or disagreed with a list of ten statements.

\textsuperscript{74} See, e.g., id.

\textsuperscript{75} SENTENCING COUNCIL, ASSAULT GUIDELINE: RESPONSE TO CONSULTATION (2010). For instance, when revising the old assault guidelines, the professional consultation process focused on obtaining open-ended responses to nineteen questions pertaining to issues such as whether compensation and ancillary orders should be included, how harm and culpability should be determined, what additional aggravating and mitigating factors might be relevant, and whether starting points should be applicable to all offenders. The consultation also asked if they agreed with the proposed level of guidance and the extent of discretion, as well as if they thought the proposed eight-step decision-making process would increase transparency and public confidence.

\textsuperscript{76} Id. at 4. In addition, eighty-five responses were received from magistrates.

\textsuperscript{77} Although this response rate is smaller than that aspired to in social scientific survey research, the number of respondents is almost four times greater than that of the SC’s formal consultation process which was available to all Crown Court sentencers. See SENTENCING COUNCIL, ASSAULT GUIDELINE: RESPONSE TO CONSULTATION (2010).

\textsuperscript{78} Although it is recommended to have statements that are positively and negatively framed, this was not done for the first and second part of the survey because the respondent’s task becomes more cognitively demanding, thus confusing and time-consuming. Indeed, there was little evidence to suggest that respondents were biased by the framing of the statements because they showed variability in responses to the proposals for revising or improving the guidelines; in other words, they did not always agree or disagree with the statements.
about the potential new guidelines (see first column of Table 2). Finally, sentencers responded to seven questions about their personal experiences of using the sentencing guidelines and their opinions on the impact of these guidelines (see footnote to Figure 1). Responses were provided on five-point scales with anchors at each end ranging from “not at all” to “extremely.”

2. Survey Findings

Table 1 shows sentencers were typically more likely to agree rather than disagree with all of the statements provided about the existing sentencing guidelines suggesting that they are too long, they include terms that are sometimes left undefined and open to subjective interpretation, they include some unnecessary or irrelevant information, they are sometimes disorganized; they are sometimes repetitive or redundant, they do not clearly specify how community penalties or ancillary orders should be applied, and they are not self-explanatory because they require one to refer to other documents.

Sentencers were typically more likely to agree rather than disagree with six of the ten statements concerning the potential new, or revised, sentencing guidelines (see Table 2). These statements suggested that the potential new guidelines should aim to use less text and have more tables and figures, provide a full list of aggravating and mitigating factors relevant for a specific offense.
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Table 1: Extent of (Di)agreement with Views on Existing Guidelines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>% of Respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disagree completely or somewhat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Too long.</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Include terms that are sometimes left undefined and open to subjective interpretation.</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Include some unnecessary or irrelevant information.</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content is sometimes disorganized.</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content is sometimes repetitive or redundant.</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do not clearly specify how community penalties or ancillary orders should be applied.</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are not self-explanatory as they require one to refer to other documents.</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
categorize community penalties into some useful order, specify how fines and compensation orders ought to be calculated, provide a full list of ancillary orders, and include information on issues of totality and guilty plea reduction (and dangerousness when relevant).

Table 2: Extent of (Dis)agreement with Views on New, or Revised, Guidelines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% of Respondents</th>
<th>Disagree completely or somewhat</th>
<th>Neither agree nor disagree</th>
<th>Agree completely or somewhat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Should use less text and have more tables and figures.</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Should provide a full list of aggravating and mitigating factors relevant for a specific offense.</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Should specify how the various aggravating and mitigating factors should be weighted.</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Should categorize community penalties into some useful order.</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Should specify how fines and compensation orders ought to be calculated.</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Should provide a full list of ancillary orders.</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Should cover the complete sentencing process from judgment of culpability and harm, through judgment of seriousness and starting point of sentence, to final sentence.</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Should indicate how harm and culpability ought to be judged.</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Should specify how seriousness ought to be judged.</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Should include information on issues of totality and guilty plea reduction (and dangerousness where relevant).</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
However, Table 2 also shows sentencers typically were more likely to disagree rather than agree with statements suggesting that the potential new guidelines should aim to specify how the various aggravating and mitigating factors should be weighted; cover the complete sentencing process from judgment of culpability and harm, through judgment of seriousness and starting point of sentence, to final sentence; and indicate how harm and culpability ought to be judged. Views on how seriousness ought to be judged were divided.

Figure 1 illustrates sentencers’ experiences of using sentencing guidelines and their opinions on the impact of the guidelines. Here, on average, sentencers

Figure 1: Sentencers’ Experiences of Sentencing Guidelines and their Opinions on the Impact of Guidelines.

79. Sentencers responded to the following seven questions:
1. “How useful do you find the existing sentencing guidelines?”
2. “To what extent do you think sentencing guidelines increase the consistency of sentences given out by different sentencers on similar types of cases?”
3. “To what extent do you think sentencing guidelines increase the consistency of sentences given out by individual sentencers across similar types of cases over time?”
4. “To what extent do you think sentencing guidelines reduce the impact of extraneous factors in sentencing?”
5. “To what extent do you think sentencing guidelines increase your awareness of your sentencing practice?”
6. “To what extent do you think sentencing guidelines increase your confidence in your sentencing decisions?”
7. “To what extent do you think sentencing guidelines reduce your discretion in sentencing cases?”

79. Sentencers responded to the following seven questions:
thought sentencing guidelines had reduced their discretion in sentencing. Nevertheless, sentencers also thought guidelines could increase the consistency of sentences passed by different sentencers on similar types of cases (that is, agreement), as well as the consistency of sentences passed by individual sentencers across similar types of cases over time, and sentencers reported that the existing sentencing guidelines were relatively useful. Although to a lesser degree, sentencers thought guidelines had increased their awareness of their own sentencing practice and their confidence in their sentencing decisions. However, sentencers were least likely to think sentencing guidelines could reduce the impact of extraneous factors in sentencing.

Finally, sentencers’ years of experience in sentencing criminal cases was significantly correlated with their responses to two of the above issues studied. Less experienced sentencers were more likely to state that the sentencing guidelines increased their confidence in their sentencing decisions ($r = -0.25, p = 0.030$). More experienced sentencers were more likely to state that the sentencing guidelines reduced their discretion in sentencing cases ($r = 0.23, p = 0.048$). Overall, sentencers’ experiences of using guidelines and their opinions on the impact of guidelines were relatively positive. Sentencers’ years of experience only played a small role in how they viewed the sentencing guidelines. With regard to the existing guidelines, sentencers tended to agree with statements pointing to problems regarding their structure and format (for example, length and organization), as well as their content (in other words, specification of terminology and processes). Similarly, sentencers tended to agree with statements about how the potential new guidelines could be better devised in terms of, for example, more tables and figures, full lists of aggravating and mitigating factors, and specification of fine or compensation calculations. However, sentencers typically disagreed with proposals that would enable the new guidelines to better guide their sentencing decision-making process. These proposals include specifying how factors should be weighted, and how culpability, harm, and seriousness ought to be judged. Thus, generally, sentencers wanted more information and to have that information presented in an easy-to-use way, but they did not want to be instructed on how to use that information.

IV
THE NEW SENTENCING GUIDELINES
A. Missed Opportunities?

In 2011, the SC produced the revised definitive assault guideline. This replaces the one originally produced by the SGC which was not being followed, and which had been met with some criticism by sentencers. Although the new
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assault guideline represents a significant improvement in terms of having starting points applicable to all offenders, being shorter, less wordy, and more organized, it nevertheless suffers from some of the same criticisms of its predecessor.

For instance, important terms remain undefined and open to subjective interpretation, the list of relevant aggravating and mitigating factors are non-exhaustive, and there is no guidance on how community penalties or ancillary orders should be applied or how fines and compensation orders should be calculated. In addition, the SC has not dealt with the issues that the Coroners and Justice Act 2009 left unaddressed, such as how culpability and harm should be judged, how seriousness is determined, and the weighting of aggravating and mitigating factors. The potential for double or even triple counting of aggravating and mitigating factors also remains. The problems of text-based guidelines have been ignored, and the advantages of using precise language have been overlooked. The SC has not taken into account the difficulties decision-makers may have in weighing and integrating all the available and relevant information to make reliable and informed decisions. Finally, the SC has not paid sufficient attention to the importance of representing information visually.

Thus, in its first contribution, the SC has missed several opportunities. It has missed the opportunity to learn from the science of how people make judgments and decisions, to borrow from other domains in which guidelines successfully prevail, and to satisfy Crown Court sentencers’ preferences.

B. Improving the Production and Implementation of Guidelines

Fundamental differences remain in how guidelines are produced and implemented for sentencing than for other domains, which may reduce the impact of the former. Guidelines in other domains such as medical and clinical practice are based on research evidence of “what works,” so they can be effective. However, this is not the case for sentencing guidelines, limiting their ability to effectively reduce crime and protect the public. Typically, a needs-assessment would be conducted before any new intervention or decision aid is designed. However, no such assessment is made before developing sentencing guidelines. Guidelines in other domains are often tested by asking users to review them for clarity, consistency, acceptability, and so forth. However, this practice has not been adopted by the SC, and so it is no surprise that the guidelines, as found in the survey reported above, are not particularly user friendly. Finally, guidelines in other domains are also tested in practice settings to examine their feasibility. Although this has not been done for sentencing guidelines, the SC has embarked upon a Crown Court survey documenting the
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factors that judges report considering when sentencing specific offenses. But this survey does not ask if the advisory-only guidelines were applied, and so it remains uncertain if the aims of the SC have been achieved.

Successful implementation of guidelines requires intervention strategies that, for instance, combine continuing education methods (for example, educational materials, conferences, workshops), community-based methods (for example, academic detailing, opinion leaders), and practice-based methods (for example, case-based methods, audit and feedback, reminders) that can increase uptake of guidelines. Beyond this, guidelines need to be easy to use, be perceived as having some advantage over existing practices, and be accepted by other users.

Various ways to enforce sentencing guideline recommendations exist, including requiring sentencers to state their reasons for departure, having appellate review, and publishing judge- or court-specific departure rates. The latter mechanism relies on social influence in terms of peer pressure and conformity which is potentially very powerful. Appellate review has the advantages of helping to interpret guidelines and legislation, as well as of learning from judicial experience and individual cases to develop a body of case law. It can hold sentencers to account, and can be particularly effective in large jurisdictions aiming to change practice. In contrast to these two mechanisms, requiring judges to provide reasons for departures is likely to be ineffective. Psychological research shows people may lack insight into their cognitive processes. Even if they have such insight, however, they may lack the language to articulate such processes; and, even if they had the language, they may not wish to tell the truth.

For instance, Flood-Page and Mackie found that magistrates' stated reason for not awarding a compensation order for property offenses was because the stolen property had been recovered and restored to the owner; however, in interviews the main reason given was that the defendant lacked a means to pay. Ultimately, the problem does not lie so much in the implementation of the guidelines, but in the design of guidelines themselves.

C. Improving the Impact of Sentencing Guidelines

It is worth noting that sentencing guidelines are not always successful in achieving the desired outcomes. For instance, research evaluating state
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87. See, e.g., Goud et al., *supra* note 71, at 197; Thomson, Lavender & Madhok, *supra* note 51, at 238.


90. **FLOOD-PAGE & MACKIE, supra** note 10, at 60–62.
sentencing guidelines in the United States suggests that although successful in reducing extralegal disparity in sentencing in some jurisdictions, the guidelines have sharply increased such disparity in other jurisdictions. A fifteen-year review of the U.S. federal sentencing guidelines concluded that there were both positive and negative outcomes associated with their use. The guidelines increased the transparency and predictability of sentencing and reduced inter-judge and regional disparities. However, the guidelines also reduced the use of simple probation while dramatically increasing the use and length of incarceration. The guidelines failed to reduce inter-judge disparities for some offenses, and regional differences in some offenses actually increased. Finally, the guidelines failed to eradicate some ethnicity, race, and gender disparities in sentencing.

There are many reasons for why these sentencing guidelines may fail to achieve the desired impact. According to the U.S. Sentencing Commission, “Part of the reason not all the goals of sentencing reform have been fully achieved is that not all of the components of guidelines implementation put in place at the dawn of the guidelines era have been fully implemented or have worked as intended.” Commentators also argue that the Federal guidelines failed because they lacked a clear purpose and were too complex.

In England and Wales, Raine and Dunstan found that fairly specific and relatively simple guidelines on the calculation of fines nevertheless resulted in wide-ranging outcomes and considerable disparities for different categories of offenses. The explanation for these findings was primarily that sentencers (in this case lay magistrates), were unfamiliar with the basic principles of the guidelines, uncertain about the structuring of the decision process, afforded discretion by the imprecise language, and felt deviation from the guidelines was justified on the grounds of proportionality.

Officially, sentencing is geared toward simultaneously achieving several goals: the punishment of offenders (retribution), reduction of crime (deterrence)
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and incapacitation), reform and rehabilitation of offenders, protection of the public, and reparation. However, the guidelines do not reconcile these often conflicting goals. One way to narrow down which goals of sentencing should be achieved by the guidelines, instruct how information should be weighted and integrated for judgments of offense seriousness, specify how aggravating and mitigating factors should be considered, and indicate the acceptable sentencing options and ranges, is to examine public opinion on the issue.\footnote{See, e.g., Julian V. Roberts et al., \textit{Public Attitudes to Sentencing Purposes and Sentencing Factors: An Empirical Analysis}, 11 CRIM. L. REV. 771, 771 (2009).}

In fact, it is unclear to what extent the SC can have a real impact on sentencing practice in England and Wales, because despite the emphasis placed on the Coroners and Justice Act 2009 in terms of improving the existing sentencing guidelines, the Act fell short of making the guidelines mandatory. A lack of sufficient awareness and compliance with the guidelines occurs in other domains where use of guidelines are considered best practice,\footnote{See, e.g., Davis & Taylor-Vaisey, supra note 51, at 410.} and so these difficulties are likely to be greater in the sentencing domain where the introduction of guidelines is still contentious. There is some evidence that the personal and demographic characteristics of decision-makers may affect their adoption of guidelines in the medical and clinical domains,\footnote{Id. at 411.} and it is likely that such individual differences may also occur in the sentencing domain, especially in terms of type of sentencer (for example, lay magistrates versus district judges and Crown Court sentencers) and years of experience on the sentencing bench.

\section*{V

\section*{CONCLUSION}

When revising the existing sentencing guidelines and developing new ones, the SC has so far missed opportunities that lie in the science of how people make judgments and decisions, the development and implementation of guidelines in other domains such as medicine, and the views of sentencers who are expected to apply guidelines. All of these sources suggest that sentencing guidelines could benefit from improvements such as reduced text, increased visual representation of information, and greater structure, specification and coverage.

Beyond the format and structure of guidelines, consideration of their implementation and impact is important, and in the information technology age, production of computerised guidelines is also becoming popular in other domains. The clarity, specificity and structure required to develop such guidelines may help improve the current sentencing guidelines. When adopting the suggestions for improving sentencing guidelines provided above, it is clear that many gaps in the existing guidelines will be identified and so these will also need to be filled. Attention must also be paid to ensuring that variables (for example, aggravating and mitigating factors) are reliably and validly
measured. It is easier to assess if clearly specified guidelines are being followed.

Ultimately, improving the structure and format of guidelines can promote consistency and agreement in sentencing. An improved structure can ensure the use of relevant factors, lessen the impact of extraneous factors, prevent double or triple counting, and encourage adherence to the guidelines. It can reduce reliance on post hoc reasons to justify departures and improve monitoring of the guidelines’ impact. In due course, such changes could increase the effectiveness of sentences and foster confidence in court decisions.
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